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Abstract:
Lenin’s theory of imperialism was in great measure influenced by the nineteenth century
liberal thinker J.A Hobson’s study of the subject. Although Hobson located imperialism within
the ambit of capitalism, the twentieth century liberal writing on the subj
subject
ect mainly focused on
critiquing Lenin’s theory. While each of these liberal theories may apparently offer different
explanations for imperialism they commonly argue for the dissociation of imperialism from
capitalism, signalling a departure from their own antecedents. This article argues that since in
their respective theories, there is no recognition of any link between imperialism and
capitalism, a universal explanation for imperialism is impossible in the liberal school of
thought.
Key Words: imperialism,
m, Hobson, Lenin, liberals, capitalism, Schumpeter, social
imperialism.

2.1: INTRODUCTION:
The word imperialism today broadly means a policy of territorial conquest and/or domination
and exploitation either through state led aggression or through policies that may not necessarily
involve the explicit use of force. Historically, the idea of imper
imperialism
ialism and the theory
surrounding it has undergone several interpretations and modifications by both Marxist and
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non-Marxist
Marxist scholars from its original usage in the nineteenth century. From being considered
as a matter of prestige for nations and a consequ
consequence
ence of the creation of nation states, to being
considered as a ‘cost’ and to being seen as an integral and predatory part of capitalism,
imperialism has been explained in different ways in the course of history.
There is a conventional inclination to as
associate
sociate imperialism with Marxist theory and
more precisely with Lenin’s theory of imperialism. However, there have been theories of
imperialism by the liberal school of thought which have preceded Lenin as well as responded
to or critiqued his theory of im
imperialism.
perialism. In fact, Lenin’s own theory was influenced greatly
gre
by
the liberal thinker J.A. Hobson’s study of imperialism in the nineteenth century among other
significant works of the time. The liberal theories of imperialism of the twentieth century,
which mainly emerged as a response to Lenin’s theory depart fundamentally from their
nineteenth century lineages as shown in the paper.

2.2: THE LIBERAL PRECURSORS TO THE THEORY OF IMPERIALISM
IMPERIALISM:
In the nineteenth century imperialism was offered as a policy prescription by the
financial press to the United States government in the context of the Am
American Spanish war
(Etherington, 1984). The editor of the American weekly newspaper United States Investor saw
in the war an opportunity for home business to recover from a prolonged slump in the home
economy which was burdened with surplus capital. Imperialism was seen as a necessity for
capitalism in order to provide outlets for continued employment of capital and even singled out
China as the potential field for in
investment
vestment and trade. Not only did the Investor distinguish
present day imperialism from the policy of conquest of earlier ages, it also drew a clear link
between the existence of excess capacity and the tendency towards formation of monopolies in
the United States, “Alexander sighed for new worlds to conquer, but his eagerness was far less
intense, because it sprang far less from necessity, than that which now characterises the
commercial nations of the globe. If the capital at present in employment througho
throughout the
civilised world is to be kept at work, an enlarged field for its product must be discovered.” ((As
cited in Etherington 1984:10).
10). It highlighted multiple ways in which imperialism would aid
American capital in the form of government contracts for infrastructural development in the
colonies, profit for agricultural and mining companies and the creation of additional sources of
demand to boost trade.
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This was the dominant view in the financial and banking circles of the United States at
the time. American
erican socialist Gaylord Wilshire, who saw in the growing formation of trusts the
vindication of Marxist theory noted that imperialism was an inevitable route for domestic
capitalism to, “[divert] to foreign shores this threatening ddeluge
eluge of domestic 'savings'”.
'savi
(As
cited in Etherington 1984:34).
34). Gilshire, whose theory of trusts leading to imperialism was to
later influence J.A Hobson’s writing on the subject, saw in imperialism only a delaying tactic
for capitalism to deal with its crisis of surplus ca
capital
pital and was convinced that nothing sort of a
revolution would be effective in tackling the crisis of capitalism.
Distinguishing 'imperialism' (colonisation as he specifies later) of pre
pre-capitalist ages
and late nineteenth century imperialism, for Hobso
Hobson
n (1968), imperialism from the Roman
Empire and through the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries had an element of
internationalism. However, late nineteenth century imperialism was a product of a debased
nationalism, a perversion of nationalism, whic
which
h retarded the original inclusive sentiment of
internationalism since in none of the 39 tropical and sub
sub-tropical
tropical countries colonised by Great
Britain in this period of “new imperialism” after 1870, was the principle of self government
extended, unlike the temperate regions which were earlier colonised and witnessed modes of
government practised in the colonising country itself. A minority of white men controlled and
ran the governments of these newly acquired colonies whose indigenous population was seen
ass racially inferior and incapable of self government.
He closely associated modern day imperialism with capitalism in the opening chapter
of his book, “The full nature of this antagonism on its economic side is not intelligible without
a close analysis of those conditions of modern capitalist production which compel an ever
keener “fight for markets”. (Hobson,
Hobson, 1968
1968:12). The 'scramble for Asia and Africa' as he terms
it added about three and three quarter million square miles to the British empire by th
the closing
years of the 19th century since 1884. Germany, France and the United States followed this
process of colonisation soon after.
Hobson saw the entry of the United States of America into imperialist expansion as an
outcome of a process of amalgamat
amalgamation
ion that had followed a period of intense competition and
had resulted in the concentration of wealth in the hands of a small number of trusts or
monopolies. This set forth an unprecedented scale of savings from the enormous profits that
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were generated and this lacked opportunities for profitable investment domestically. The
suddenness of American imperialist aggression was to be observed in the context of the fact
that on the one hand the value of its manufacturing export trade had almost trebled by the la
last
years of the 19th century with projections of America soon leading the list of manufactures
exporting nations and on the other there was no vent for these exports to be found in the
European countries which had erected tariff barriers against manufactur
manufacturing
ing imports. And this
contradiction of capitalist production was faced by France, Germany, Holland and Great
Britain, whose merchant and financier class exerted pressure on the state to follow a policy of
annexation and protection.
But unlike his predecess
predecessor,
or, Wilshire, Hobson did not see imperialism as an inevitability
of capitalism. For Hobson, the “economic taproot of imperialism” lay in the domestic
deficiency of demand. At the heart of a policy of imperialism, which was being unleashed at
the behest of the merchant and financier class, lay the unequal distribution of income which
restricted the domestic absorption of goods. So, he simultaneously advocated a redistribution
of wealth in order to correspond with the increase in the power of production with
consumption.
Imperialism was seen by Hobson as a policy that was pushed for by the capitalists for
their private gain at the public expense. Apart from those who stood to gain from larger export
markets, there were business interests of those in the shipp
shipping
ing and military equipment industry
who clearly stood to gain from the increased expenditure on wars and also financial interests,
speculators and big investors who gained from imperialism. Therefore for Hobson, current day
imperialism was nothing but a bur
burden
den on the public exchequer of the country on an imperialist
path, not to mention the deviation from free
free-market
market principles that it entailed, including the
threat of militarism and despotism attacking liberal values in Britain itself.
As mentioned earlier,
r, the idea of competitive capitalism leading to monopoly capital
had gained sufficient ground by the late nineteenth century in Britain. Hobson who had been
writing on under consumption since 1888 explained comprehensively the increasing tendency
towards monopolization of not just Britain but all the industrial economies in Europe and the
imperial path they had set upon during this period. Although the reason for imperialism for
him lay in the contradictions of monopoly capital, these could be reversed and resolved
internally.“...[M]ore than one
one-fourth
fourth of our towns is living at a standard which is below
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physical efficiency. If, by some economic readjustment, the products which flow from the
surplus saving of the rich to swell the overflow streams could be ddiverted
iverted so as to raise the
incomes and the standard of consumption of this inefficient fourth, there would be no need for
pushful Imperialism, and the cause of social reform could have won its gre
greatest victory.”
(Hobson 1968: 86).
Hobson’s theory of im
imperialism
perialism which traced its foundations in the internal
contradictions of capitalism can be seen as the first liberal theory of imperialism. While he did
explain the political implications of imperialism, the ultimate reason for imperialism according
to him lay in concrete economic factors which could be tackled within the capitalist system
itself.

2.3: MARXIST THEORIES OF IMPERIALISM: A BREAK FROM THE
LIBERAL PAST:
Among the Marxist theories of imperialism Luxemburg’s seminal work titled
Accumulation of Capital published in 1913 was the earliest that explicitly addressed the
question of imperialism and explained it as a historical inevitability, instigated and reinforced
by the expansive tendency of capitalism. Although she held Marx's Capital to be the ''crowning
achievement' of political economy, she was critical of his conclusions on the nature of
contradictions that arose under capitalism (Luxemburg, 2003).
2003).Luxemburg
Luxemburg theoretically
addressed the question of colonialism and its historically indispensable rrole
ole in the development
of capitalism. For Luxemburg, imperialism was immanent in capitalism due to the latter’s
never-ending
ending quest for expansive accumulation. Therefore, imperialism was not a phenomenon
that emerged at a particular stage or phase of capita
capitalism,
lism, but was the de facto nature of the
system characterised by colonialism.
Luxemburg’s theory focuses on the problem of effective demand that the capitalist
system encounters in the process of its expansive accumulation. She argued that the expanded
reproduction as illustrated by Marx in Capital would face a realization crisis wi
within the
assumed model of a closed capitalist economy. The movement of aggregate capital as assumed
by Marx’s reproduction scheme was not proved by the course of capitalist history which has
displayed expansion by ‘leaps and bounds’ as well as an unequal ggrowth
rowth between the different
branches of production. The smooth unlimited process of synchronous growth and expansion
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of the closed capitalist system, meets its contradiction in the form of inadequate purchasing
power generated by the capitalist distributio
distribution.
n. Capitalists too with their tendency to
increasingly accumulate provide no alternative source of consumption and thereby realization
of the surplus value. It is in overcoming this contradiction of realization that the role of
imperialism comes to the foree in Luxemburg's theory.
Since, the insatiable desire to accumulate which triggers the continuous development of
productive powers comes into conflict with the restricted consumption power within the
system, the need and search for external markets to ov
overcome
ercome this contradiction becomes
imperative under capitalism. In a bid to extend markets, the capitalist system continuously tries
to bring under its control the resource rich non
non-capitalist
capitalist environment. In order for expanded
production and accumulation tto
o go on unhindered, in Luxemburg's scheme of analysis,
“[c]apitalism needs non-capitalist
capitalist social strata as a market for its surplus value, as a source of
supply for its means of production and as a reservoir of labour power for its wage system.”
(Luxemburg 2003: 348-349).
349). For Luxemburg, imperialism was “...the political expression of
the accumulation of capital in its competitive struggle for what remains of the non
non-capitalist
environment” (Luxemburg
Luxemburg 2003
2003:446),
446), it was a historical inevitability of capitalism,
cap
since
accumulation could never take place in isolation.
Just as the ‘genesis of capital’ had seen large scale dispossession of peasants from their
land in the European continent in the transformation of means of production and labour power
into capital, modern colonial policy continues with the task in the pre
pre-capitalist
capitalist regions and
this process can never be peaceful. “…Accumulation, with its spasmodic expansion, can no
more wait for, and be content with, a natural internal disintegration of non
non--capitalist formations
and their transition to commodity economy, than it can wait for, and be content with, the
natural increase of the working population. Force is the only solution open to capital; the
accumulation of capital, seen as an historical proce
process,
ss, employs force as a permanent weapon,
not only at its genesis, but further on down to the present day” ((Luxemburg
Luxemburg 2003:351).
2003
Lenin’s study which was published in 1917 on the other hand theorised imperialism as
emerging during the monopoly phase of ca
capitalism. Hobson's study proved to be a very useful
source for Lenin who was seeking to understand and explain the reasons for outbreak of the
First World War. Among the Marxist sources, Rudolf Hilferding's Finance Capital written in
1909 which also served as a starting point for Nikolai Bukharin's Imperialism and World
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Economy in 1915 was extensively quoted from. Borrowing from these and bourgeois sources
for statistics, Lenin defined imperialism in a far more precise manner than had been done so
far.
Terming
ming imperialism as the highest stage of capitalism, also the title of his document
(Lenin, 1999), he described the conditions in capitalism that led to this stage. Born out of
competitive capitalism, imperialism emerged at a particular stage when the conce
concentration of
production and capital gave way to the formation of monopolies, accompanied by a weakening
of industrial capital to give way to the dominance of finance. “...capitalism only became
capitalist imperialism at a definite and very high stage of it
itss development, when certain of its
fundamental characteristics began to change into their opposites, when the features of the
epoch of transition from capitalism to a higher social and economic system had taken shape
and revealed themselves in all spheres. Economically, the main thing in this process is the
displacement of capitalist free competition by capitalist monopoly” ((Lenin,
Lenin, 1999:91).
1999
Lenin
also distinguished between the colonisation policies of the earlier ages and imperialism of the
monopoly stage
ge of capitalism, which involved a repartitioning of an already divided world. At
this stage which is marked by the formation of monopolies, bank capital merges with industrial
capital giving rise to 'finance capital' and the export of commodities
commodities- a feature
featu of the earlier
stage of capitalism- is replaced by the export of capital. In a bid to acquire control over
markets and sources of raw materials, the process of division of the world among the
competing industrial nations in this stage of capitalism gets completed.
Given the uneven nature of development under finance capital, capitalism would
inevitably resort to violence in order to resolve the contradictions of increasing productivity on
the one hand and the lack of markets on the other. “The question is: what means other than war
could there be under capitalism to overcome the disparity between the development of
productive forces and the accumulation of capital on the one side, and the division of colonies
and spheres of influence for finance capital on the other?” (Lenin, 1999:99)
99).
Since monopoly capital was born out of competitive capitalism, imperialism was an
integral to capitalism for Lenin. Hence, unlike what Hobson and other liberals believed there
was no question of a peaceful resolution or tackling of imperialism within the capitalist system.
It was in the same light that Karl Kautsky’s theory of ‘ultra
‘ultra-imperialism’
imperialism’ came under sharp
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attack. Kautsky envisioned the political expression of imperialism in the form of militarism as
being temporaryy and imperialism as capable of reaching a state of peaceful truce reached
among the warring nations who will then exploit the world jointly. For Lenin however, there
was no alternative to the complete abolition of capitalism including its competitive cond
conditions
as it was precisely those very conditions which give rise to monopoly capital.
Lenin's theory not only firmly and comprehensively established imperialism as
inseparable from capitalism, but also ruled out any internal resolution within the capitalis
capitalist
system. Given the context during which Lenin’s theory was published, it acquired its intended
status of a political document and quite predictably spawned a wide range of debate across the
spectrum. While Marxists attempted to adapt the theory in their oown
wn contexts and also modify
it, non-Marxists
Marxists raised issues with its validity. The varied interpretations of the theory have
often also reduced Lenin’s concept of imperialism to either a function of capitalism or as a
variant of the underconsumption theory (Patnaik P. 1986). Interestingly while the liberal
origins of Lenin’s theory itself was a systematic critique of the capitalist system and traced the
root cause of imperialism in the economic contradictions of capitalism, the liberal theories of
the twentieth
ieth century that mainly emerged in response to Lenin went down a different path.
We look at some important later day liberal theories on imperialism and examine their
arguments.

2.4: JOSEPH SCHUMPETER: IMPERIALISM AS SOCIAL ATAVISM
ATAVISM:
Schumpeter articulated the liberal view on imperialism in detail and calls it an 'atavism
in the social structure.' He defines imperialism as “...an element that stems from the living
conditions not of the present but of the past
past- or put in terms of the economic
onomic interpretation of
history, from past rather than present relations of pproduction”
roduction” (Schumpeter 1966:65).
1966
For
Schumpeter imperialism was a tendency that was requisite at a time and in a society that
preceded capitalism, where the orientation towar
toward
d war developed as part of the psychological
disposition and social structure in order to survive. But once engrained in the social structure, it
continued to retain its influence in the capitalist society as well. Hence, the bourgeoisie which
entered into the Industrial Revolution were shaped by the sensibilities of the pre
pre-capitalist
environment characterised by an autocratic state, export monopolism and economic interests
dependent on 'protection' by the state. The radical changes witnessed in the agrari
agrarian
countryside and the gradual breakdown of feudal relations in land with the onset of capital,
Social Science Researcher (2021) 7 (2))
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Schumpeter argues, was insufficient to alter the 'social structure of the countryside.' This led to
the continued persistence and influence of pre
pre-capitalist features
atures such as export monopolism
and imperialism in capitalism as well.
This view reflects that of the Classicals for whom imperialism was a remnant of the
command economy that preceded capitalism and is seen as an aberration that continues into the
otherwise non-imperialist,
imperialist, perfectly competitive capitalism. For Hicks, the imperialist
tendency is present in the margins of the market economy as it becomes difficult to build a
common understanding of mutual benefit and 'enlightened self
self-interest'
interest' between traders
tr
and
capitalists of different nations and hence “...on the boundaries of the mercantile
economy...there is so often friction – friction which attends the whole story of mercantile
development from its beginnings even right upto the present day.” (Hick
(Hicks quoted in Brown
1976:34).
By relegating imperialism to be a feature of the pre
pre-capitalist
capitalist era, Schumpeter
countered the Leninist argument that perfectly competitive capitalism had an inherent tendency
to lead to monopolism. “The character of capital
capitalism leads to large-scale
scale production, but with
few exceptions large-scale
scale production does not lead to the kind of unlimited concentration that
would leave but one or only a few firms in each industry.” ((Schumpeter, 1966:88).
1966
Elsewhere,
he argued that the rise of monopolies should be seen as a strategy to survive competition and
does not necessarily imply st
stagnation and decay. (Schumpeter, 2003) One needs to look at
capitalist competition not simply as price competition, which implies more numbers of the
same
me kind, but as product competition, which would involve competition from new products,
new technologies or new forms of organization. This he termed as the ‘perennial gale of
creative destruction’, which motivates capitalists to innovate and strategise in order to survive
and the formation of monopolies are part of this strategy.
For Schumpeter, imperialism was ‘the objectless disposition on the part of the state to
unlimited forcible expansion’, which was continuing in the modern bourgeois society, as tthese
trends found some allies in capitalism who shared these expansive interests. These tendencies
were nothing more than 'alien elements' and a “purely capitalist world [would] offer no fertile
soil to imperialist impulses.”” (Schumpeter 1966
1966:69). By defining
efining imperialism in these terms,
Schumpeter assigns political and social factors greater relevance in determining imperialism
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and also moves away from the earlier Classical view which focused on the economic role of
imperialism in expanding markets. The importance of an empire for the purpose of raw
materials and markets and as fields of profitable investment was clearly foreseen, although
there may have not been an agreement over whether imperialism should be formal or informal.
(Mommsen, 1981). There we
were other socio-cultural
cultural motives of racial and civilizational
superiority forwarded as justification for empire building, but the prime mover remained the
economy.
Schumpeter's views on imperialism had its share of followers, in Hannah Arendt,
Walter Sulzbach
ch and W.W. Rostow, who based their theories of imperialism on different
premises, but trace the origin of imperialism to the social structure of the pre
pre-democratic,
monarchical, combative past which continues to prevail upon modern societies as well
(Mommsen, 1981).
The Schumpeterian socio
socio-political
political argument was used to criticise Lenin’s theory by D.
K. Fieldhouse (1961). For Fieldhouse, the crux of the Hobsonian and Leninist theory of
imperialism was defined by the purpose it served to act as an outlet ffor
or capital exports in the
period after the late nineteenth century. He argues that colonies added to the European states'
diplomatic strength and more than any desire for economic profit, this scramble for adding to
one's list of colonies was a race for ma
maintaining
intaining one's strength and political prestige within the
continent. Although these colonies did offer commercial and economic benefits, Fieldhouse
asserts, that political and military reasons were the driving force for their acquisition and it was
clearly a 'throw-back'
back' to the imperialism of the eighteenth century, thereby leaving nothing
characteristic about imperialism of the late nineteenth century as being a product of advanced
capitalism. The only difference being that smaller European countries like Italy too had joined
in the race for colonising parts of Asia and Africa due to the fear of being left out in being
politically relevant within Europe or as a measure to safeguard one's position from
encroachment by rivals. It was heightened nationalism w
which
hich propelled the imperialism of the
late nineteenth and not economic interests.
Schumpeter’s theory of imperialism is not very convincing as it appears as if his
attempt to defend capitalism’s proclivity to monopoly capital finds a hurdle in imperialism
imperialism,
which he summarily dismisses away as an anomaly. By terming imperialism as social atavism,
he does not answer the question as to why it was particularly in the late nineteenth century that
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the ‘pre-capitalist
capitalist tendency’ for empire building gathered pace iin
n the industrial world.
Fieldhouse who attributes imperialism to a surge in nationalism, too fails to explain the reasons
that triggered the sudden and simultaneous rise in nationalism among the imperial nations.

2.5: GALLAGHER AND ROBINSON: FORMAL VS. IN
INFORMAL
FORMAL EMPIRE:
EMPIRE
Gallagher and Robinson (1953) shifted the core of the explanation of imperialism from
Europe to its colonies. Their main criticism of the Leninist theory of imperialism and others
that offered an economic explanation for imperialism was that these conventional theories
limited themselves to the formal empire and reduced the theory of imperialism to one of the
presence and absence of free trade. According to them, the mid
mid-Victorian
Victorian period of free trade
too witnessed imperialism, if one defines it to include both the formal and informal empire.
The late Victorian period was not necessarily one of increased acquisition of formal empire by
way of aggressive expansion of territory, which is conventionally understood as imperialism.
The method adopted
ed to acquire territorial control depended on various factors such as the
economic value of the colony, the possibility of establishing control through collaboration, the
flexibility of the colony's political structure to permit external intervention, etc. “One principle
then emerges plainly: it is only when and where informal political means failed to provide the
framework of security for British enterprise (whether commercial, or philanthropic or simply
strategic) that the question of establishing formal empire arose.” (Gallagher
Gallagher & Robinson,
1953:13).†
Taking this as the departure poin
point,
t, Robinson (Owen and Sutcliffe,
Sutcliffe 1972) further
elaborated on the need to move away from a Eurocentric explanation of imperialism. He
averred that little attention had been paid so far to the ppolitical
olitical conditions in the colonies that
proved conducive for empire building. For Robinson, the role of collaborators in the colonies,
local conditions and political circumstances under which collaboration proved to be fruitful for
empire building were alll crucial factors to understand imperialism rather than looking at the
economic conditions in Europe as the centrifugal force behind imperial control over colonies.

† Platt (1968) argues against Gallagher and Robinson's suggestion of unity between mid
mid-Victorian and lateVictorian periods with respect to imperialism. Platt clearly sees a break between the two periods, with the former
representing laissez faire and non-interventionand
interventionand the latter one post 1880 of 'new imperialism', to protect the
financial and commercial interests through pre
pre-emptive annexation of territory.
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Fieldhouse (1973) in his later work stressed on these 'peripheral' factors as the
determinants
ants of the nature of imperialism in the late nineteenth century, rather than any
unifying economic explanation. These peripheral factors include instances of sub imperialism
and refer to tensions that arose due to expansion within European settler colonie
colonies or even in
those non settler colonies and trading bases in Asia and Africa arising from revenue and
market needs and also from the ambitions of local administrators, missionaries and soldiers to
expand influence in the colony. This peripheral analysis of imperialism sees formal
imperialism more often either as an outcome of the outright resistance of the non
non-Europeans in
reaction to European intrusion in 'politically and ideologically cohesive' societies, or as a
consequence of a breakdown in collaborativ
collaborativee relations with indigenous rulers. “Empire was
thus an unplanned product of the chronic disorder caused by informal European pe
penetration.”
(Fieldhouse 1973:83)
Ironically, Fieldhouse admits that these peripheral factors were residual factors in the
explanation
lanation for imperialism of the late nineteenth century and that there is need to identify the
'single historical pattern' that emerged in these developments, viz., the rise of imperialist
tendencies among the European nations in the late nineteenth centur
century.
y. Therefore, he claims to
argue for an approach that evaluates the impact of the peripheral developments on the ultimate
political decisions of the metropolis in order to understand the 'new imperialism' post 1880,
without undermining the economic reasons
reasons.. However, his own theory fails to identify any
unifying reason to explain the rise of ‘new imperialism’.
Gallagher and Robinson’s critique of Lenin’s theory as incorrectly associating
imperialism with monopoly capital alone and ignoring empire building dduring the period of
free trade is only limitedly valid. By limiting their own explanation to that of Britain alone,
they fail to offer a convincing or unifying explanation for the imperialist tendencies that the
industrially advanced nations displayed in tthe
he late nineteenth century in the run up to the First
World War. By giving primacy to peripheral factors, Robinson puts the horse before the cart.
Colonies were the effect of imperialism and Robinson’s theory appears to make them the cause
of imperialism.
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2.6: HANS-ULRICH
ULRICH WEHLER’S THEORY OF SOCIAL IMPERIALISM
IMPERIALISM:
Hans-Ulrich
Ulrich Wehler attempted to explain German imperialism in the ninetee
nineteenth century
(Owen and Sutcliffe, 1972). Wehler was critical of Fieldhouse having accorded primacy to the
political over the economic factors in explaining new imperialism and found Sch
Schumpeter’s
definition of imperialism arbitrary and empirically inadequate as a theory. According to him,
“Any theory of imperialism which promises empirical and explanatory success will...have to
combine theories of economic growth, social change and politi
political
cal power... establish links
between the problems of unsteady economic development in industrial countries and the
changes in their social and political structure.” (Owen and Sutcliffe 1972
1972:74) By stating so,
Wehler shifted the locus of explanation bac
back
k to Europe rather than the periphery.
With the rise of German imperialism under Bismarck in the nineteenth century, Wehler
sees imperialism as a strategy resorted to by the ruling elite to deal with the social upheavals
that may be caused due to frequent economic changes. The industrial revolution in Germany
was followed by periods of depression in quick succession post 1873. This economic
instability posed a serious threat to the social and political stability of the authoritarian
Bismarckian regime, whichh drew its support from a conservative alliance of the landed elite
and the big bourgeoisie. When the depression was compounded by the agrarian crisis in the
late nineteenth century, this narrow support base became unstable and a balance had to be
struck between
etween the sharply divided classes in order to maintain support for the regime. The
onset of the worldwide slump, which failed to be countered through protection, and the
impending social tension on the domestic front proved catalytic in the imperialist mo
moves of
Germany in its bid for overseas expansion to resolve the crisis. For Wehler, “German
imperialism is to be seen primarily as the result of endogenous socio
socio-economic
economic and political
forces, and not as a reaction to exogenous pressures, nor as a means of defending traditional
foreign interests.” (Owen andd Sutcliffe 1972
1972:78).
78). Imperialism here is a tactic to divert attention
from the internal problems triggered off by economic changes. Imperialism is used as a 'safety
'safetyvalve' in order to legitimise an au
authoritarian
thoritarian regime whose stability is threatened by the erosion
of its traditional power base due to the emergence of an industrial society and the consequent
unstable economic growth.
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Wehler's theory of social imperialism was criticised for not being a un
universal theory,
although he insisted that his theory could be used to explain America's informal empire in the
East which was preceded by two depressions in the 1880s as well as Russian and French
expansion in the same period. It can also be argued that th
thee domestic social upheavals were
symptoms of the economic changes that came about in the end of the nineteenth century. After
all, even the Leninist theory does not discount the socio
socio-political
political changes that took place
within the imperialist powers in the w
wake
ake of increasing concentration and centralisation of
capital and the integration of finance and industry. Wehler's theory of social imperialism does
not discount the relevance of the economic argument to imperialism and insists upon looking
at it from the prism of a complex interplay of several factors. However, the theory of social
imperialism does little by way of being able to explain the unifying historical trend of a race to
acquire colonies that undeniably emerged in Western Europe in the end of the nineteenth
century. Even Wehler had to admit that the motive of 'preclusive' imperialism did exist among
the European powers - of which Germany too was a part - which pushed them to acquire
colonies in order to secure their future, although this pushed him closer to Fieldhouse's line of
argument.
t. (Owen and Sutcliffe 1972
1972:78).

2.7 CAIN AND
CAPITALISM’:

HOPKINS:

IMPERIALISM

AS

‘GENTLEMANLY

Cain and Hopkins (1986, 1987) attribute British imperialism to 'gentlemanly capitalism'
of the landed gentry in the seventeenth century and later to the growing domination of the
services, especially finance. Cain and Hopkins' theory was counter posed to both the Marxist
and the Classical schools of thought. They sought to pose a unity between Britain's expansion
and colonial
lonial ventures in the seventeenth and the late nineteenth centuries and dispute the link
between industrial capitalism and imperialism. However, their argument about the role of
rentier interests and the rise of the landed class as a consequence of increa
increasing agricultural
productivity rests upon the assumption of an agricultural revolution in Britain, which itself is
contested (Patnaik, 2011). Moreover, Cain and Hopkins too, like Gallagher and Robinson,
limit their theory to Britain and fail to offer any explanation for other capitalist nations’
participation in empire building.
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TWENTIETH CENTURY LIBERAL RESPONSE
DELINKING IMPERIALISM FROM CAPITALISM
CAPITALISM:
2.8

TO

LENIN:

Liberal theories of the twentieth century that emerged as a response to or as a critique
of the Leninist theory focused primarily on social and political factors to explain imperialism
of the late nineteenth century. Imperialism was therefore explained eit
either
her as a remnant of the
feudal past, as a tactic to keep social tensions at bay or as an outcome of human motivations
for power. In doing so, they move away from the Hobsonian theory of imperialism that locates
it in the rise of industrial capitalism and iits
ts consequent contradictions. Instead of a universal
explanation, these theories focus upon country specific particularities or circumstances and
therefore imperialism is seen as a tactic or strategy.
By keeping their focus upon particular countries or ci
circumstances
rcumstances and explaining
imperialism as a consequence of exogenous factors, the liberal theories of the twentieth
century which focused on responding to Lenin’s theory do not give an alternative unifying
explanation for the simultaneous presence of simil
similar
ar economic conditions and a race for
empire building among the industrial nations in the build up to the First World War. While
each of these theories may apparently offer different explanations for imperialism what they
commonly argue for is the dissocia
dissociation
tion of imperialism from capitalism, signalling a departure
from their own antecedents. And since in their respective theories, there is no recognition of
any link between imperialism and capitalism, a universal explanation for imperialism then
becomes impossible.
ossible. It was after all, the identification and study of capitalism and its
contradictions which were universally present in all of the imperialist countries of the time that
led Lenin to characterise imperialism as inherent in and inseparable from capit
capitalism. While
Marxists continue to theorise imperialism to date, in a context of transformed capitalism,
where the domain of nation states has been undermined by finance capital, liberal theories
which explain away imperialism as a country/regime specific ooccurrence
ccurrence or as a consequence
of human caprice are of little help in understanding the continued persistence of an unequal
world order, long after the end of capitalism’s colonial phase in history.
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